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Quinn Checks In 2013-05-14

ex con and art forger liam quinn is back in philly up to his neck in miffed family members suspicious police officers and a best friend he s secretly crazy about and who may or may not feel the same his old man a veteran cop has pulled some strings landing quinn a job as a freelance insurance investigator when a gallery heist isn t what it seems and crooks start returning stolen paintings quinn starts running out of people to trust the biggest mobster in town a sweetheart named vin the shin is calling him out a steady string of lowlifes want his head and the local police think he s hiding something but hey when trouble comes knocking that s when quinn checks in l h thomson did a great job with this novel quinn is not your ordinary private eye reflections of a bookworm lh thomson has hit the jackpot with his main character liam quinn diana hockley

Nothing Gold Can Stay 2001

a few years after losing his wife and young son in a tragic accident alaska state trooper liam campbell has finally begun to make a new life in newenham a remote fishing village of proud independent natives where the currents of loyalty fear and violence run deep campbell s latest investigation into a seemingly routine homicide a robbery gone bad becomes something else when the first murder is followed by a second then a third soon a chilling pattern begins to emerge a twisting path that leads him back through the years and into the sights of a diabolical killer whose hidden agenda could have fatal consequences for campbell and those he loves

So Sure of Death 1999

when the bodies of a local family are found adrift at sea horribly murdered alaska state trooper liam campbell is drawn straight into the heart of a family scandal involving adultery tribal taboos and forbidden romance to find the killer liam will have to wade into the murky depths of native alaskan politics tribal mores and deeply held secrets in this dana stabenow s second liam campbell mystery she again earns her reputation as alaska s finest mystery writer the anchorage daily news

Shadow's Edge 2017-01-17

lgbt mystery psychic liam baker can see things dead people like to visit him and tell them how they were wronged some might call it a gift others a curse but either way this ability makes him useful to los angeles homicide detective
Kimball Thompson some madman is slitting the throats of young male prostitutes and then dumping their bodies in the desert with vague clues of pink feathers and the number five usually Liam can talk to the spirits of the dead but someone is blocking him someone is taunting him the case is rapidly deteriorating into a violent psychic pissing contest and Liam can’t see far enough ahead to figure out who wins or who dies

**Better to Rest 2003**

The grisly discovery of a dismembered hand leads to the discovery of a crashed World War Two Army plane

**The Case of the Haunted Babysitter and Other Mysteries 2011**

detective duo Max Finder and Alison Santos have lots of mysteries to solve and you can help them

**Liam and Callie's Detective Agency 2016-03-18**

Liam and Callie are asked to solve yet another mystery Bennett's cat Tippy disappears follow their adventures in this puzzling mystery can you guess where Tippy might have gone why would Tippy disappear how could she survive on her own read and find out

**Fire and Ice 1999**

Broken in rank and transferred in disgrace Alaska State Trooper Liam Campbell arrives at his new posting in Newenham on Bristol Bay to find lost love and bush pilot Wyanet Chouinard crouched over the body of Bob Decref it who may or may not have been murdered with the propeller of her Piper Super Cub

**Quinn Checks In 2019-12-22**

He has a shot at redemption a mouth that won’t quit and a mean left hook Quinn checks in is a mystery full of action heart and humor in the vein of Robert Crais and Robert B Parker join Liam Quinn as he returns home to Philadelphia and falls headlong into danger and intrigue wit action and backstory what more could you want J Michael Orenduff author of the pot thief Liam is an old fashioned guy with a heart as big as the inner city his boxing skills and smarts kept him alive in
prison now the reformed art forger is back in fishtown a friend lands him a job as a private investigator and a second chance at his family's acceptance his community's respect and the heart of the woman he loves but a gallery heist threatens to unravel it all l h thomson's first liam quinn mystery is smoothly written convincingly voiced fast paced gritty and fun sheila deeth amazon voice what kind of crook brings something back for one thing and why are philadelphia's noted wise guys suddenly in liam's business he can't carry a piece and that hasn't gone unnoticed before he can say floater liam's investigation is branching out from forgery to murder and if he's not careful the former pride of fishtown will be next

Fire and Ice 2003-06-01

state trooper liam campbell is the lead character in stabenow's new mystery series set in alaska he's just been transferred from anchorage to the small fishing village of newenham where a local pilot is torn apart by the propeller of a plane the only woman liam ever loved is his first suspect

The Heretic 2022-03-08

set in 1976 seven years after the murders recounted in liam mcilvanney's breakout novel the quaker this new glasgow noir novel is a standalone mystery featuring serial character detective duncan mccormack mccormack has returned to glasgow after a stint with the metropolitan police in london the reason for his return is left a lurking mystery throughout he is investigating a series of murders that seem at first to be the result of random bouts of violence among glasgow's poor and destitute mccormack however has insight into glasgow's underground that many of his colleagues don't he has a secret of his own that he guards carefully but that takes him places and introduces him to people that prove essential to his investigations mcilvanney's the quaker was named the scottish crime fiction book of the year and a washington post best book of the year the guardian called it a solidly crafted and satisfying detective story mcilvanney is known for his well crafted plots his deep characterization and his stylish prose the heretic is no exception

The Cloud Atlas 2004-02-03

set against the magnificent backdrop of alaska in the waning days of world war ii the cloud atlas is an enthralling debut novel a story of adventure and awakening and of a young soldier who came to alaska on an extraordinary top secret mission and found a world that would haunt him forever drifting through
the night whisper quiet they were the most sublime manifestations of a
desperate enemy japanese balloon bombs made of rice paper at once ingenious
and deadly they sailed thousands of miles across the pacific and once they
started landing the u s scrambled teams to find and defuse them and then keep
them secret from an already anxious public eighteen year old louis belk was one
of those men dispatched to the alaskan frontier young sergeant belk was better
trained in bomb disposal than in keeping secrets and the mysteries surrounding
his mission only increased when he met his superior officer a brutal veteran oss
spy hunter who knew all too well what the balloons could do and lily a yup ik
eskimo woman who claimed she could see the future louis s superior ushers him
into a world of dark secrets lily introduces louis to an equally disorienting world
of spirits and desire but the world that finally tests them all is alaska whose
vastness cloaks mysteries that only become more frightening as they unravel
chasing after the ghostly floating weapons louis embarks upon an adventure that
will lead him deep into the tundra there on the edge of the endless wilderness he
will make a discovery and a choice that will change the course of his life at once
a heart quickening mystery and a unique love story the cloud atlas is also a
haunting lyrical rendering of a little known chapter in history brilliantly
imagined beautifully told this is storytelling at its very best

Quinn Goes West 2013-05-14

liam quinn has had better days someone wants him dead but he s not sure if it s
the aging tv actor the aging mobster or one of a bevy of local gals who have him
in their sights the desert s a tough place and arizona is a long way from his
beloved philadelphia the nora situation is more convoluted than ever a hippie
with a mean streak has a gun to his head two goons are digging his grave and
the last time he stepped in the ring some guy knocked him out without even
touching him still quinn would tell you it beats dealing with his love life and
family back in philly at least marginally and that s what happens well that and a
dead guy when quinn goes west

Max Finder Mystery Collected Casebook, Volume 1 2006

the debut volume in this award winning graphic novel series contains ten comics
and lots of puzzles to help readers hone their sleuthing skills storylines are
intriguing age appropriate and relevant illustrations are detailed and compelling
and dialogue is snappy each solve it yourself comic stars amateur detective max
finder and his best friend budding journalist alison santos seventh graders at
central meadows junior high these two intrepid investigators must call upon
their skills to crack each case before them. Cases in this volume include the case of the stereo smashing spook, the case of the art attack, and the case of the white pine werewolf. Clues appear in words and images, so readers must develop their eye for detail in order to solve the mysteries. Solutions appear at the end of each comic, explaining who-dunit and why, and the clues that cracked the case. Bonus content unique to this volume includes illustrated character profiles and quizzes matching up and jumbles. Crammed with clues and stuffed with enough suspects and red herrings to keep readers guessing until the very last panel, Max Finder: Mystery Collected Casebook Volume 1 promises to engage preteens with hours of whodunit fun.

**Mystery of the Stolen Future 2023-07-09**

The second story in their series, Masel Mysteries, this book for kids by kids follows Lydia Lacy and their new friend Liam as they are sucked back in time while trying to capture an escaped prisoner and the crystal ball he has stolen. Their friendship will be put to the test as they face challenges unlike they have ever seen before and learn that things aren’t always as they seem.

**Escape from the End 2016-10-27**

Hamid is trapped while Herobrine roams free. Jaina holds the key. Twelve-year-old Hamid is lost in the end while his best friend Ant remains cursed and deadly as Herobrine and his army of monsters storm into the real world. Jaina is the only hope to save the planet—that is, if the adults will listen to her. Grab your pickaxe, the battle of the blocks is far from over.

**Ganked 2013-11**

Fifteen-year-old Orin Hutch came to Strifecon to geek out over his favorite online video game and own noobs on the PvP battlefield. Now he’s running from the cops searching for his brother and hunting a killer. Lincoln Rensk, notorious loot trader, is found dead in the middle of the biggest gaming convention of the year. All clues point to Baz, Orin’s older brother and perpetual screw up. When Baz disappears, it’s up to Orin to track down the killer and clear his brother’s name. With his gamer friends at his side, Orin delves deep into the dark side of gaming where gold farming and account hacking for imaginary treasure can lead to real riches and real murder. Can Orin and his geek allies catch the killer before it’s game over for all of them? Award-winning children’s author Liam O’Donnell gets his geek on with this first book in his new series, Geeked Out Mysteries, packed with epic loot, dodgy gold farmers, and lots of PvP action.
ganked is a young adult gamer geek mystery perfect for the videogamer in your life

**Quinn Gets His Kicks 2013-05-14**

liam quinn is back when the ex boxer ex forger is called in to identify the body of an old associate it’s clear someone wants it to look like an old fashioned drug deal gone wrong enter a high powered sports agent a soccer playing kid with million dollar feet and a cast of people who want that million suddenly quinn’s back in trouble with the philly mob with explosive results and he might be just about to lose his one shot with the woman he loves nobody deserves that kind of week but it’s how quinn gets his kicks

**Shadow's Edge 2017-02-10**

liam baker can see things dead people like to visit him and tell them how they were wronged some might call it a gift other’s a curse but either way this ability makes him useful to los angeles homicide detective kimball thompson some madman is slititng the throats of young male prostitutes and then dumping their bodies in the desert with vague clues of pink feathers and the number five usually liam can talk to the spirits of the dead but someone is blocking him someone is taunting him the case is rapidly deteriorating into a violent psychic pissing contest and liam can’t see far enough ahead to figure out who wins or who dies

**Tank & Fizz: The Case of Firebane's Folly 2018-02-20**

when their school bus veers off course while taking the kids from gravelmuck elementary on a field trip monster detectives tank and fizz witness a crime that brings them snout to snout with rockfall mountain’s oldest monster the ancient dragon firebane drakeclaw thieves have stolen the crown of peace which keeps the monster clans of the dark depths from fighting and tank and fizz saw the whole thing now the detectives must track down the thieves and find the crown or their whole class will become dinner for one very hungry dragon the case of firebane’s folly is the fourth book in the tank fizz series about two crime solving monsters living under a mountain following the case of the slime stampede the case of the battling bots and the case of the missing mage
**Pumpkin Patch Murder 2020-01-04**

fate has had its way with moira wicked liam good all is well in the witchy world with their destined marriage complete moira is settling into life with that major responsibility managed autumn is blowing into charm cove and halloween is right around the corner a stop by the pumpkin patch turns up a dead body uh oh so much for a little halloween fun instead murder is on everyone s mind nothing witchy seems afoot but that doesn t mean moira isn t smack in the middle of the investigation seeing as she was present when the body was found what do pumpkins have to do with murder well charm cove s police chief is hot on the trail with witches and warlocks casting a few spells to help him along the way meanwhile all hallows eve is coming and a little murder isn t about to stop it take a visit to charm cove where wicked meets good and where you just might find there s almost always more than meets the eye

**West Meadows Detectives: The Case of the Berry Burglars 2020-03-15**

myron the third grade detective who loves logic facts and solving mysteries gets the chance to crack a third case when he finds out the school garden has been trampled and the strawberry plants are missing are raccoons to blame or did the baseball team sabotage the garden to take back their outfield when neighborhood gardens are also found short of strawberries myron and his friends are on the case myron s unique perspective from the autism spectrum and his eye for detail make him a top notch sleuth similarly the other neurodiverse kids in his resource room have unique talents that come in handy tech lover glitch s satellite image plotting skills artsy jordan s mould making abilities and super social hajrah s interview tactics come together to track down the culprits black and white spot illustrations accompany the text in the final west meadows detectives mystery a fun and accessible page turner for independent readers

**Target Practice Mysteries 1-5 2019-07-05**

di has a new job and an unexpected side gig as an amateur sleuth target practice mysteries is a funny cozy mystery series about starting over again taking wild chances and being adopted by a dog named moo heartwarming and sweet with a slow burn romance target practice mysteries 1 5 death on the range di has a new job is moving in with a new roommate and has been adopted by a new dog but the biggest change is when she finds a dead body death at the
summit a snowstorm during a brand summit strands everyone at the training center with a dead body. Di Mary and Moo are on the case to find the killer. Death at the trade show, the whole crew is taking a trip to a trade show where Di finds herself in a familiar situation investigating a dead body at the hotel. Death indoors. The first big tournament of the season is being held at the training center. Di will need to balance her shooting jitters with an investigation when a dead body is found in the snow death the in the casino when the crew heads to Vegas for one of the largest tournaments in the world Di tries to protect a friend when accidents and murder is targeting his division mates. Funny, charming and occasionally deadly, New York Times Bestselling author Zoe York. A humorous first in series cozy mystery featuring a darling dog, a sassy heroine and an amusing cast of characters. USA Today Bestselling author Zara Keane.

The Mollie McGhie Cozy Sailing Mysteries, Books 1-3 2022-05-31

This collection includes the first three books of the Mollie McGhie sailing mystery series. Check out this fun cozy mystery series with plenty of goofy humor: an adorable cat and a reluctant sailor turned amateur sleuth. You’ll laugh out loud from start to finish following Mollie McGhie’s sailing adventures. Spoiler alert: You’ll seriously be craving chocolate by the time you finish reading Book 1. Murder at the Marina.

What would you do if your hubby got you the worst anniversary present ever? When Mollie’s husband Scooter presents her with a dilapidated sailboat for her anniversary, she’s less than impressed when she discovers a dead body on board. Things get even worse when she finds herself drawn into the tight knit community living at Palm Tree Marina. She uncovers a crime ring dealing in stolen marine equipment, eats way too many chocolate bars, adopts a cat and learns far more about sailing than she ever wanted to. Book 2: Bodies in the Boatyard.

What would you do if your hubby decided that the two of you should go on an extreme diet? Mollie thought she had enough problems to deal with when her husband threw out all of her chocolate and junk food but when someone is...
poisoned during a cake baking competition she's thrust into another murder investigation while she tries to identify the killer coconut cove's annual boating festival is in full swing in between getting ready for her first sailing race and cheating on her diet mollie and her cat mrs moto uncover clues interview suspects and do their best to avoid rutabagas

**Man of Mystery (A Steamy & Funny Romantic Suspense) 2022-07-13**

careful what you hope for tess hates her boring life on the way home from work and stuck in traffic she desperately wishes for a change until a handsome stranger jumps into the back seat scaring the hell out of her he insists he must reach heathrow airport to stop an impending disaster liam s story sounds insane but tess stops screaming and gives him a chance wish come true ride along on this absurd high stakes adventure in which regular girl next door tess encounters a lot more excitement than she bargained for and also a sexy government agent keywords romantic suspense with humour humorous action romancel sexy government agent romance sexy spy romance love at first sight one night stand with a spy action adventure romance romantic comedy suspense romantic comedy with sex damsel in distress curvy girl romance bbw romance bbw romantic suspense curvy girl romantic comedy funny action romance funny romantic suspense opposites attract

**Great Mystery 2019-12-02**

in the 1970s rian makes a choice outside the norm not only is she a woman with a husband and children but she also becomes one of the first female police officers in her quest for excitement and fulfillment she climbs a mountain one step at a time through a mire of prejudice egos and archaic attitudes great mystery is inspired by the author's own life experiences and tells the story of rian mccarren clark a woman police officer who battles for the innocents she fights for the victims of a judicial system that often re victimized them and left families in tatters this portrays the life of a hero who broke the barriers of a man's world in law enforcement as she gets older she is left with memories of victims of violence greed decadence and perversion she also finds love loss and the fulfillment of family all while caring for the abused and neglected

**The Mystery of Black Fell Castle 2018-10-18**

amid civil unrest in the year 1297 human remains are discovered between the tower walls of an english castle in the scottish lowlands kyle shaw deputy to the
sheriff of ayrshire seeks to identify the victim and find out who sealed him up behind the brickwork twenty years earlier surely someone connected with the resident family killed him or knows who did when things take a deadly turn for certain craftsmen who ply their trade in the shire kyle has reason to believe the dead man in the tower might not be a victim after all there may be a link between his sordid past and the fate of those craftsmen

**Upload to Murder: Cozy Mystery 2017-10-21**

deena is taking a computer class to improve her skills for her job at the supercenter she meets tiberias tg gregory a nice man who overindulges in sweets deena learns later that tg is also one of her garbage collectors and she frequently offers him and his coworkers treats she gets from her best friend bih one night tg calls deena for help deena assumes tg is ill from eating too much she runs to his rescue only to find tg apparently murdered but tg s not dead the person who was killed was tg s twin brother now deena and tg have to figure out who wants tg gone the truth has to do with a certain cat video uploaded to the internet bih is having fun preparing for a tv baking competition filmed in her cafe while deena worries that bih s beau is hiding something important from her things are getting serious between deena and sheriff liam but she wonders how long their relationship will last when she s running around town with a man who faked his death

**Thicker Than Blood 2020-03-26**

how far would you go when your back is against the wall up to his neck in debt liam cox looks to his elderly mother for a solution but despite sitting on a goldmine mildred refuses to leave her farm behind alerted to liam s shady dealings di gillian marsh is sent to investigate as gillian s case against liam becomes personal she does all she can to protect the frightened mildred but all is not as it seems as liam s inheritance comes under threat and the pressure rises how far will he go to repay his debts when two bodies are found and family ties are severed both gillian and mildred must be careful who they trust

**Liam and the Mystery of the Missing Bear 2018-09-14**

there s a mystery in christmastown griz is missing and liam and the penguin detective agency are on the case join them as they visit many animal friends during their investigation each animal provides a clue to help liam and his penguin pals will liam find griz and solve the mystery of the missing bear
delightful story makes a great gift for any child but especially for a Liam because he is the star of this book and his name is featured throughout note that this book is available with many other popular names companion books Liam and the Christmas Bell Liam and the Mystery of the Missing Bear coloring book and Liam and the Christmas Bell

Thou Shalt Not Kilt 2020-10-01

for author and historian Elle Cunningham Mackay six weeks on Cape Fear's Roan Island is a desperately needed second chance when her host and former flame Stuart Macuspaig invites her to his historic Aldermire Estate she jumps at the opportunity to research first hand the disappearing Scottish clans who settled North Carolina she soon realizes that Stuart has something more in mind and his offer comes with complicated strings after too many questionable choices not to mention a failed marriage a pink slip and a criminal record Elle knows she is running out of options when Stuart is found brutally murdered Elle fears that her past mistakes may finally be catching up with her relying only on her keen mind and mile wide stubborn streak Elle races to find his killer as the body count grows her only hope is to mend her ways and make a new start or she risks becoming collateral damage in the extinction of Clan Macuspaig Elle's Scottish flavored mysteries will immerse the reader in a world of the Highlands kilts bagpipes and haggis

The Trouble with Mystery 2012-07-05

after a divorce and escaping her small hometown to live in the big city Zoey realizes that relationships aren't her thing while having some drinks with her coworker and best friend Liam he again brings up his interest in pushing their friendship to the next level at first Zoey disagrees with the prospect of dating until she produces a plan under the guise of someone mysterious Liam can participate in a fun sexual game with her the only stipulation is that they must keep their sex life private from their real lives and Liam must remain in character while playing Codename Mystery things start out steamy however questions form about the character named mysterious and Liam's actions while in and out of the bedroom is Liam really as he seems or is there something darker about the enigmatic figure that visits Zoey at night things take a turn for the worst as jealousy makes this innocent game more dangerous than initially planned
West Meadows Detectives: The Case of the Snack Snatcher 2006

meet myron a third grade detective who loves logic facts and solving mysteries he does not love new things unfortunately everything is new this year myron has a new baby sister his family has moved across town and now he's starting his first day at a new school but when the school kitchen is burgled leaving the morning snacks nowhere to be found myron gets his chance to crack the case with help from his classmates from resource room 15 myron's unique perspective from the autism spectrum makes him a top notch sleuth similarly the other kids in his resource room demonstrate creative problem solving and unique talents that come in handy for the case together with his detective partner the hyper energetic hajrah and tech savvy danielle known as glitch myron gets to the bottom of the mystery all while trying to avoid the school bully sarah smasher mcguinley who's intent on sabotaging their efforts black and white spot illustrations accompany the text in this fun and accessible page turner for independent readers

Suspicious Circumstances 2012-05-01

the fire that killed his father also devastated her life searching for anyone who might have information about the hospital fire that killed his father special agent liam maverick asks nurse peyton weiss for help in his hunt for answers but someone doesn't want peyton to share what she knows as the threats against her escalate to attempted murder peyton realizes she has no choice but to work with liam to catch the arsonist with both of them risking everything for the truth it becomes a daily struggle to stay alive and to ignore the sparks flying between them that are hot enough to ignite usa today bestselling author

The Mystery of Wickworth Manor 2010-08-10

paige owens bright cheeky confident cannot wait to go to secondary school curtis okafor wary and much less confident is not so sure the only thing they share in common is the first letter of their surnames which ensures they are forced into each other's company on a school trip to wickworth manor the local stately home then curtis finds a portrait in his bedroom of a young black servant dressed in livery but why is the portrait hidden in the bedroom and not in pride of place alongside the other portraits in the manor and then paige finds an intriguing letter written over 200 years ago by miss verity burton who used to live at the manor that mentions the portrait there is a mystery begging to be
unravelled so paige and curtis in their very different ways start work to find out what happened all those years ago an exciting adventure with lots of humour and action which also gives some background on the slave trade

The Mystery of the Shandon Clock 2019-08

tells the story of four children aged between 9 and 12 living in the historic shandon region of cork city in ireland who rescue the city from the icy grips of arctic like weather brought on by a time discrepancy

Missing Rebecca 2023-06-06

dead and deception after a whirlwind romance liam and rebecca marry knowing almost nothing of each other’s backgrounds only months later on an afternoon shopping trip to a mall in the buffalo new york suburb of cheektowaga rebecca vanishes seemingly abducted or did she make herself disappear was the marriage a sham was liam a dupe this is a novel of high crimes and dark shadows involving the immensely profitable drug industry in which exclusive access to the market for a medication can mean billions of dollars and holding on to that exclusivity might lead to lies deceit corruption payoffs and even murder

Max Finder Mystery Collected Casebook

seventh graders max finder and alison santos solve a series of mysteries with some help from the reader in books that also include puzzles and challenges

The Case of Maker Mischief

myron the third grade detective who loves logic facts and solving mysteries gets the chance to crack another case when he finds out his classmate jordan s robot has been stolen jordan and tech savvy danielle known as glitch had been working on it for weeks for the upcoming maker faire robot maze challenge together with his detective partner the hyper energetic hajrah myron pins down two suspects sarah smasher mcgintley the school bully and lionel amar another robot builder who was caught with jordan and glitch’s plans but after investigating the case further they find out the thief is someone entirely unexpected myron’s unique perspective from the autism spectrum and his eye for detail make him a top notch sleuth similarly the other neurodiverse kids in his resource room demonstrate creative problem solving and unique talents that come in handy for the case provided by publisher
Aria & Liam

in the midst of a fierce sailing competition aria and liam unexpectedly find themselves drawn into a mysterious crystal cave suddenly they're faced with a seemingly impossible task lifting a curse that has befallen the empress of atlantis as they strive to uncover the truth behind the curse and outsmart the dark force threatening atlantis aria and liam must navigate treacherous waters dodge bizarre scientific experiments and encounter long extinct creatures with a knack for mischief with colorful characters heart pounding thrills and extraordinary discoveries their misadventures will have you laughing out loud and holding your breath in equal measure will aria and liam convince the citizens of atlantis of their noble intentions and save the fading crystal of life before all hope is lost
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